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It is believed that quark matter can exist in neutron star interior if the baryon density
is high enough. When there is a large isospin density, quark matter could be in a pion
condensed phase. We compute neutrino emission from direct Urca processes in such
a phase, particularly in the inhomogeneous Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell (LOFF)
states. The neutrino emissivity and specific heat are obtained, from which the cooling
rate is estimated.
1. Introduction
The phase structure of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is one of the most chal-
lenging problem in particle and nuclear physics. We schematically illustrate in Fig. 1
the phase diagrams in T−µB and T−µI plots, where T , µB and µI are the tempera-
ture, baryon and isospin (or equivalently electron) chemical potentials respectively.
In the T − µB diagram, the left panel of Fig. 1, the hadronic phase locates at low
T and low µB region and undergoes a phase transition or a crossover to the decon-
fined quark phase at certain critical temperature Tc or baryon chemical potential
µBc of the orders of Tc ∼ 200 MeV or µBc ∼ 1 GeV. At very high temperature, the
quark-gluon-plasma (QGP), made of free quarks and gluons, forms. At asymptoti-
cally high µB but low T , the ground state of QCD is the color-flavor-locked (CFL)
superconductor 1 where the condensation of quark pairs spontaneously breaks color
and chiral symmetries. At intermediate T and µB, although quarks and gluons are
deconfined they are still strongly coupled. In this regime, many QCD phases are
proposed in recent years, such as, at low T , two-flavor color superconductivity (2SC)
2, gapless 2SC (g2SC) 3, gapless CFL (gCFL)4, spin-1 color superconductor 5,6,7,
kaon condensation in the CFL phase 8, et al.. For reviews of color superconductivity,
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see, e.g. Ref. 9. There may exist resonance states at intermediate T , such as strongly
coupled QGP (sQGP) 10 at low µB or the pseudo-gap phase at moderate µB
11. In
the T −µI diagram, the right panel of Fig. 1, the hadron phase is in the region with
low T and low µI while the QGP phase locates at very high T . At low T , when
µI grows above the value of the pion mass mpi, the ground state turns out to be
a Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of pions, as µI increases further and is larger
than about 230 MeV, the pion BEC crossover smoothly into the BCS superfluid of
quark-anti-quark pairs with the condensate 〈u¯iγ5d〉 or 〈d¯iγ5u〉 12. At intermediate
T , resonance states such as sQGP may occur at low µI while the states with strong
fluctuations of thermally excited mesons or Cooper pairs are possible at moderate
µI .
Fig. 1. The schematic phase diagrams of QCD on T − µB and T − µI planes.
In this paper we consider the quark matter cores in neutron stars. The neutrino
emission from direct Urca processes d → u + e− + ν¯, u + e− → d + ν is the most
efficient way of cooling in quark matter. Scha¨fer and Schwenzer summarized the
neutrino emissivities and specific heats for a variety of color superconducting phases
of quark matter 13. Due to beta equilibrium the isospin chemical potential µI is
nonzero, quark matter could be a pion BEC (µI < 230 MeV) or a BCS superfluid
(µI > 230 MeV) when µI > mpi
12. On the other hand, the baryon chemical
potential is still large (in the order of 1 GeV) and makes a big mismatch between
the fermi surfaces of the pairing quarks u(u¯) and d¯(d), thus the BEC or BCS state
is gapless. Such a gapless phase is stable in the BEC region but unstable in the BCS
one with respect to the formation of nonzero LOFF momentum. In a previous work
14, we have studied the neutrino emissivity and cooling rate due to Urca processes
for the gapless pion condensed quark matter in the BEC region. In this paper we
study the neutrino emission in the LOFF phase. We work in two-flavor case in the
moderate baryon density, where the role of strange quarks is not important.
Our units are ~ = kB = c = 1 except particular specifications. As a convention,
we denote a 4-momentum as Kµ = (k0,k), and its 3-momentum magnitude as
k = |k|.
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2. Quark Propagator
Our starting point is the two flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio Lagrangian of QCD
L = ψ¯(iγµ∂µ + µγ0 −m0)ψ + g[(ψ¯ψ)2 + (ψ¯i~τγ5ψ)2], (1)
where ψ = (u, d)T is the quark fields, g is the coupling constant and ~τ is the
Pauli matrices. We have introduced the chemical potential matrix in flavor space,
µ = diag(µu, µd) = (µ + δµ, µ − δµ) = (µB/3 + µI/2, µB/3 − µI/2) with µB, µI
the baryon and isospin chemical potential respectively. We assume that the β-
equilibrium is reached µd = µu + µe, which gives µI = −µe. In the chiral limit
and without the chemical potentials, the Lagrangian (1) respects the symmetry
UB(1) ⊗ SUV (2) ⊗ SUA(2) corresponding to the baryon number, isospin vector
and pseudovector conservation respectively. However, the presence of the chemical
potentials explicitly break the isospin symmetry down to UV (1) with the conserved
quantum number of τ3, and chiral symmetry down to UA(1) with the conserved
quantum number of iγ5τ3. By introducing the chiral condensate σ = −2g〈ψ¯ψ〉 and
pion condensates π− = ∆e−2il·x = 4g〈u¯iγ5d〉, π+ = ∆e2il·x = 4g〈d¯iγ5u〉, we arrive
at the mean field Lagrangian
Lmf = ψ¯
(
iγµ∂µ + µuγ0 −m π+iγ5
π−iγ5 iγ
µ∂µ + µdγ0 −m
)
ψ − σ
2 +∆2
4g
, (2)
with the effective quark mass m = m0+σ. There are mismatches in Fermi surfaces
of anti-u and d quarks or anti-d and u quarks by the baryon chemical potential,
hence pion condensates with nonzero total momentum or the LOFF states may
be favored. The formation of the condensate σ ∼ 〈ψ¯ψ〉 breaks the UA(1) chiral
symmetry spontaneously with the Goldstone boson π0 ∼ ψ¯iγ5τ3ψ, and that of pion
condensates ∆ ∼ 〈d¯iγ5u〉 ∼ 〈u¯iγ5d〉 break the UV (1) isospin symmetry sponta-
neously. The translational and rotational symmetries are spontaneously broken by
nonzero LOFF momentum l. The partition function of the system can be written
as a functional integral
Z =
∫
[dψ¯][dψ] exp
(∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3xLmf
)
. (3)
Rewriting the quark fields via a gauge transformation which leaves the partition
function unchanged, χu(x) = u(x)e
−il·x, χd(x) = d(x)e
il·x (we still call χu,d quark
fields), the inverse quark propagator in flavor and momentum space reads
S−1(K) =
(
γµKµ − l · γ + µuγ0 −m ∆iγ5
∆iγ5 γ
µKµ + l · γ + µdγ0 −m
)
. (4)
Note that Kµ represents the 4-momentum of the χ fields instead of the ψ fields.
The propagator is written as
S(K) =
(
Suu(K) Sud(K)
Sdu(K) Sdd(K)
)
. (5)
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A straightforward calculation from Eq. (4) gives the four elements
Suu(K) =
(γµK+µ +m)(K
2
− −m2 −∆2) + 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
,
Sdd(K) =
(γµK−µ +m)(K
2
+ −m2 −∆2)− 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
,
Sud(K) =
(γµK+µ +m)(K
2
− −m2 −∆2) + 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
×γ
µK−µ −m
K2− −m2
iγ5∆,
Sdu(K) =
(γµK−µ +m)(K
2
+ −m2 −∆2)− 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
×γ
µK+µ −m
K2+ −m2
iγ5∆,
(6)
whereKµ± = (k0+µ±δµ,k±l) and lµ = (δµ, l). The excitation spectra of the quasi-
particles can be obtained by solving the equation detS−1(k0,k) = 0 or equivalently
the roots of the denominator of the propagator for k0,
0 = (K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
≈ [(k0 + µ+ ε−k,l)2 − (ε+k,l + δµ)2 −∆2]
×[(k0 + µ− ε−k,l)2 − (ε+k,l − δµ)2 −∆2], (7)
where ε±k,l = (Ek+l ± Ek−l)/2 with Ek ≡
√
k2 +m2. To arrive at the last line, we
have taken the assumption that both ∆ and l are small comparing to the quark
Fermi momenta in the LOFF phase. We have four excitation branches, Ear (k, l) =
−r
√
(ε+k,l − aδµ)2 +∆2−(µ−aε−k,l), with a, r = ±. Taking the same approximation
to the numerators in the elements of the quark propagator, we neglect the terms
proportional to ∆2l. Thus we rewrite the elements of the quark propagator as,
Suu(K) ≃
∑
a,r=±
Bar (k, l)Λ
a
k+lγ0
k0 − Ear (k, l)
,
Sdd(K) ≃
∑
a,r=±
Ba−r(k, l)Λ
−a
k−lγ0
k0 − Ear (k, l)
, (8)
where we have introduced the energy projectors,
Λak =
1
2
[
1 + a
γ0(γ · k+m)
Ek
]
, (9)
and the Bogoliubov coefficients,
Bar (k, l) =
1
2

1− ar ε+k,l − aδµ√
(ε+k,l − aδµ)2 +∆2

 , (10)
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3. Neutrino Emissivity
Since the characteristic energy scale of the Urca processes is much lower than the
W-boson mass, we can use the Fermi current-current interaction to describe the
Urca processes,
Lint = G√
2
JµJ†µ, (11)
where the weak currents are defined by
Jµ(x) = ν¯γµ(1− γ5)e + e−2il·xχ¯uγµ(1− γ5)χd,
J†µ(x) = e¯γµ(1− γ5)ν + e2il·xχ¯dγµ(1− γ5)χu, (12)
where i and i¯ for i = e, ν denote spinor fields for electrons and neutrinos. Here
G = GF cos θC ≈ 1.13488× 10−11MeV−2 is the four-fermion coupling constant.
In the β-equilibrated quark matter, the neutrino emissivity, defined as the total
energy per unit time and per unit volume carried away by neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos in escaping a neutron star can be written as 14,
ǫ = 2G2
∫
d3pe
(2π)32Ee
∫
d3pν
(2π)32Eν
EνnB(−Ee + µe + Eν)nF (Ee − µe)
×Lλσ(Pν , Pe)ImΠRλσ(Ee − µe − Eν ,pe − pν), (13)
Here the on-shell 4-momenta for leptons is denoted by Pi = (Ei,pi) (i = e, ν), where
the energies are Ei ≡ Epi =
√
p2i +m
2
i with mν = 0 and me ≈ 0. The factor 2 in
the front is due to the approximately identical cross sections for β-decay and elec-
tron capture processes at very low temperatures far from the condensation-normal
transition temperature Tc. But as the temperature approaches Tc, one cannot take
the contributions from the two processes as equal, as is demonstrated in Ref. 14. We
used nB(x) = (e
x/T − 1)−1 and nF (x) = (ex/T + 1)−1 to denote the Bose-Einstein
and Fermi-Dirac distribution functions, which maintain the detailed balance and
Pauli enhancing/blocking effects for electrons in the electron capture/β-decay pro-
cesses. Note that there are two identical terms in evaluating the emissivity (13), see
Fig. 3 of Ref. 15, which gives the correct overall factor and can easily be overlooked.
We have dropped the chemical potential of neutrinos since there is no accumula-
tions of neutrinos at typical temperatures inside an aging star. The leptonic tensor
reads
Lλσ(Pν , Pe) = Tr[γ
λ(1− γ5)γ · Peγσ(1 − γ5)γ · Pν ]
= 8[Pλe P
σ
ν + P
λ
ν P
σ
e − Pe · Pνgλσ − iǫλασβPeαPνβ ]. (14)
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The W-boson polarization tensor Πλσ(q0,q) can be written as
Πλσ(q0,q) = NcT
∑
n
∫
d3pu
(2π)3
Tr[γλ(1− γ5)Suu(pu0,pu)γσ(1− γ5)Sdd(pd0,pd)]
= Nc
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pu
(2π)34EuEd
nF [E
a
r (pu, l)]− nF [E−bs (pd, l)]
q0 − E−bs (pd, l) + Ear (pu, l)
×Bar (pu, l)B−b−s(pd, l)Hλσab (Pu, Pd), (15)
where pd0 = pu0+q0, pd = pu+q+2l, Pu = (Eu, apu+al) and Pd = (Ed, bpd−bl)
with Eu = Epu+l, Ed = Epd−l. Here pu,pd are the momenta of χu, χd. The bosonic
and fermionic Matsubara frequencies are given by q0 = i2mπT and pu0 = i(2n +
1)πT (m,n are integers). The quark tensor Hλσab (Pu, Pd) is defined by
Hλσab (Pu, Pd) = 4EuEdTr[γ
λ(1− γ5)Λapu+lγ0γσ(1 − γ5)Λbpd−lγ0]
= 8[PλuP
σ
d + P
λ
d P
σ
u − Pu · Pdgλσ − iǫλασβPuαPdβ ]. (16)
By an analytic extension for the Matsubara frequency q0 = i2mπT → q0 + i0+,
where the second q0 is real, the imaginary part of the retarded polarization tensor
of W-bosons can be read out directly,
ImΠλσR (q0,q) = πNc
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pu
(2π)34EuEd
δ[q0 − E−bs (pd, l) + Ear (pu, l)]Hλσab (Pu, Pd)
×nF [E
a
r (pu, l)]nF [−E−bs (pd, l)]
nB(−q0) B
a
r (pu, l)B
−b
−s(pd, l). (17)
Substituting Eq.(17) into Eq.(13) we arrive at
ǫ = 4Nc
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pe
(2π)32Ee
d3pν
(2π)32Eν
d3pu
(2π)32Eu
d3pd
(2π)32Ed
×Eν(2π)4δ[Ee − µe − Eν + Ear (pu, l)− E−bs (pd, l)]
×δ3(pe − pν + pu − pd + 2l)Bar (pu, l)B−b−s(pd, l)
×nF (Ee − µe)nF [Ear (pu, l)]nF [−E−bs (pd, l)]|Mab|2. (18)
We have introduced the shorthand notation |Mab|2, the spin-averaged scattering
matrix element of β-decay or electron capture 19,
|Mab|2 = G
2
4
Lλσ(Pe, Pν)H
λσ
ab (Pu, Pd) = 64G
2(Pe · Pu)(Pν · Pd), (19)
where the energy projection indices a, b are hidden in the quark momenta.
In the LOFF phase, chiral symmetry is almost restored, so we can safely set
quark masses zero, mu,d = 0. We consider the low temperature and high chemical
potentials for quarks, the dominant contribution of the phase space integral in quark
momenta comes from the gapless modes of the excitations with positive energies,
i.e. terms with r = s = −. Also, since the gap parameter and the LOFF momentum
are small comparing to the quark chemical potentials, the Bogoliubov coefficients
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with a = − and b = − are strongly suppressed, so we only keep the term with
a = + and b = +. For electrons, the relevant momenta are near the chemical
potential. Recalling that E+−(pu, l) and E
−
−(pd, l) are the dispersion relations for
quasi-u-quarks and quasi-d-quarks, one can obtain the gapless momenta as
p0u/d ≈ (1− κ)[
√
(µ∓ l cos θu/d)2 −∆2 ± δµ] (20)
for u/d quarks, where κ is due to the Fermi-liquid correction. In perturbative QCD
we have κ = 2αs/(3π) with αs being the strong coupling constant
17. In NJL model
we have 18 κ = 4gµ2B/(3π
2). We have set the z-direction along the LOFF momentum
l and denote as θi and φi the polar and azimuthal angles of pi, i = e, ν, u, d. Near the
gapless momenta, we can make expansion E+−(pu, l) ≈ vu|pu− p0u| and E−−(pd, l) ≈
vd|pd−p0d| with velocities vu/d =
√
1−∆2/(µ∓ l cos θu/d)2. The matrix element is
now evaluated as
|M++|2 ≈ 64G2pepνEuEd[1− (1− κ) cos θue][1− (1− κ) cos θdν ], (21)
where θdν and θue are angles between pd − l and pν and between pu + l and pe.
Since both ∆, l are small and pv ∼ T ≪ µ, δµ is negligible, the delta function for
the energies in Eq. (18) can be rewritten in the form δ[Ee − µe −Eν +E+−(pu, l)−
E−−(pd, l)] ≈ µe/(p0up0d)δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud) with θud the angle between pd − l and
pu+ l and cos θ
0
ud ≈ [(p0u)2+(p0d)2− 2µel(cos θu+cos θd)]/(2p0up0d). The integration
over electron three-momentum can be carried out by the delta function about the
momentum conservation. Now we get,
ǫ ≈ 914
315
π7NcG
2µeT
6
∫
dΩν
(2π)3
dΩu
(2π)3
dΩd
(2π)3
p0up
0
d
vuvd
B+−(p
0
u)B
−
+ (p
0
d)
×δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud)[1− (1− κ) cos θue][1− (1 − κ) cos θdν ]
=
457
315
π5NcG
2µeT
6
∫
dΩu
(2π)3
dΩd
(2π)3
p0up
0
d
vuvd
B+−(p
0
u)B
−
+(p
0
d)
×δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud)[1− (1− κ) cos θue], (22)
where we have used 16
∫∞
0
dpνdpudpdp
3
νnF (pν + |pd − p0d| − |pu − p0u|)nF (|pu −
p0u|)nF (−|pd − p0d|) ≈ 457π6T 6/5040. By setting ∆ = l = 0 in Eq. (22), one can
recover the well-known result for the neutrino emissivity in normal quark matter
19,
ǫ0 ≈ 457
2520
πNcG
2µeµuµd
(
1 +
µd
µu
)
κT 6. (23)
We make numerical evaluation of the neutrino emissivity. We choose κ = 2/(3π),
µ = 300 MeV, −δµ = 125 MeV. These are typical values to support the possible
LOFF pion superfluid. In Fig. 2, the neutrino emissivity in unit of ǫ0 is presented as
function of the pion condensate ∆ and the LOFF momentum l. Due to the gapless
nature, along the ∆ axis, these is no exponential but an approximate quadratic
suppression. The appearance of the LOFF momentum also slightly lowers the neu-
trino emissivity. Note that the approximation we made here is somewhat different
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The neutrino emissivity in a LOFF pion superfluid as functions of the pion
condensate ∆ and the LOFF momentum l. The parameters are set to κ = 2/(3pi), µ = 300 MeV,
−δµ = 125 MeV.
from that we did in the previous work 14. In this paper we evaluate the Bogoliubov
coefficients at gapless momenta and result in a suppression in the emissivity. In the
previous work the Bogoliubov coefficients are taken to be 1 approximately which
leads in turn to an emissivity enhancement. The latter approximation is valid even
at high temperatures, but the former one should be adopted only at low tempera-
tures.
4. Cooling Rates
To get the cooling behavior, one must know the specific heat of the pion superfluid
which can be derived from its definition cV (T ) = T (∂S/∂T )V with S being the
entropy density,
S = −2Nc
∑
r,a
∫
d3k
(2π)3
{
nF [E
a
r (k, l)] lnnF [E
a
r (k, l)]
+nF [−Ear (k, l)] lnnF [−Ear (k, l)]
}
, (24)
where the pre-factor 2Nc comes from the degeneracies of spins and colors. Since
we work at low temperatures and high quark chemical potentials, the dominant
contribution to the specific heat are from the gapless momenta of positive energy
excitations,
cV (T ) ≈ 2Nc
∑
a
∫
d3k
(2π)3
nF [E
a
−(k, l)]nF [−Ea−(k, l)]
[Ea−(k, l)]
2
T 2
≈ 2π
2Nc
3
T
∑
i
∫
dΩ
(2π)3
(p0i )
2
vi
, (25)
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where we have used the fact that at low temperatures ∆, l are almost constants.
When ∆ and l vanish, we reproduce the specific heat of normal two-flavor quark
matter cV 0 = γT with γ = 2Nc(µ
2
u + µ
2
d)T/6.
The time evolution of the temperature can be obtained by solving the following
equation t− t0 = −
∫ T
T0
dT ′cV (T
′)/ǫ(T ′), where T0 is the temperature at an initial
time t0. Substituting Eq. (22) and Eq. (25) into this equation, we arrive at
t− t0 = − 210
457π3G2µe
∫ T
T0
d T ′
T ′5
G(∆, l)
F (∆, l)
, (26)
where we have introduced the notations
F (∆, l) =
∫
dΩu
(2π)3
dΩd
(2π)3
p0up
0
d
vuvd
B+−(p
0
u)B
−
+(p
0
d)δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud)[1− (1− κ) cos θue]
G(∆, l) =
∑
i=u,d
∫
dΩ
(2π)3
(p0i )
2
vi
. (27)
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
t HyrL
0
1
2
3
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5
T
HK
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L
normal
D=50 MeV
l=50 MeV
Fig. 3. The cooling curves of the pion superfluid in the LOFF phase and of normal quark matter
with T0 = 0.1 MeV at t0 = 1 yr. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the pion superfluid in the LOFF phase with
the initial temperature T0 = 0.1 MeV at t0 = 1 yr. For comparison, we also show the
curve of normal quark matter. We choose ∆ = l = 50 MeV. The other parameters
are chosen as the same as in Fig. 2. We see that the cooling of the LOFF pion
superfluid is slightly slower than that for normal quark matter. This situation is
very similar to the case of inhomogeneous CFL quark matter, see20.
5. Summary
If the isospin (or equivalently electron) chemical potential in a neutron star is large
enough, the LOFF pion superfluid can be a possible ground state in the interior
matter of the neutron star. We calculated the neutrino emissivity, specific heat and
then the cooling rate through direct Urca processes in this phase. The main results
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are shown in Eq. (22) for the neutrino emissivity and in Eq. (26) for the cooling
rate. At low temperatures, the neutrino emissivity is slightly smaller in the LOFF
pion superfluid than that in normal quark matter, as indicated in Fig. 2 which leads
to a slightly slower cooling rate for the LOFF phase as shown in Fig. 3.
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It is believed that quark matter can exist in neutron star interior if the baryon number
density is high enough. When there is a large isospin density, quark matter could be
in a pion condensed phase. We compute neutrino emission from direct Urca processes
in such a phase, particularly in the inhomogeneous Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell
(LOFF) states. The neutrino emissivity and specific heat are obtained, from which the
cooling rate is estimated.
1. Introduction
The phase structure of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is one of the most chal-
lenging problem in particle and nuclear physics. We schematically illustrate in Fig.
1 the phase diagrams in T − µB and T − µI plots, where T , µB and µI are the
temperature, baryon and isospin (or equivalently electron) chemical potentials re-
spectively. In the T−µB diagram, the left panel of Fig. 1, the hadronic phase locates
at low T and low µB region and undergoes a phase transition or a crossover to the
deconfined quark phase at certain critical temperature Tc or baryon chemical poten-
tial µBc of orders of Tc ∼ 200 MeV or µBc ∼ 1 GeV. At very high temperature, the
quark-gluon-plasma (QGP), made of free quarks and gluons, forms. At asymptoti-
cally high µB but low T , the ground state of QCD is the color-flavor-locked (CFL)
superconductor 1 where the condensation of quark pairs spontaneously breaks color
and chiral symmetries. At intermediate T and µB, although quarks and gluons are
deconfined they are still strongly coupled. In this regime, many QCD phases are
proposed in recent years: two-flavor color superconductivity (2SC) 2, gapless 2SC
(g2SC) 3, gapless CFL (gCFL)4, spin-1 color superconductor 5,6,7, kaon conden-
sation in the CFL phase 8, et al.. For reviews of color superconductivity, see, e.g.
∗e-mail: huangxg03@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn
†e-mail: qunwang@ustc.edu.cn
‡e-mail: zhuangpf@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
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Ref. 9. There may exist resonance states at intermediate T , such as strongly cou-
pled QGP (sQGP) 10 at low µB or the pseudo-gap phase at moderate µB
11. In
the T − µI diagram, the right panel of Fig. 1, the hadron phase is in the region
with low T and low µI while the QGP phase locates at very high T . When µI
grows above the value of the pion mass mpi, the ground state turns out to be a
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of pions, as µI increases further and is larger
than about 230 MeV, the pion BEC crossover smoothly into the BCS superfluid of
quark-anti-quark pairs with the condensate 〈u¯iγ5d〉 or 〈d¯iγ5u〉 12. At intermediate
T , resonance states such as sQGP may occur at low µI while the states with strong
fluctuations of thermally excited mesons or Cooper pairs are possible at moderate
µI .
Fig. 1. The schematic phase diagrams of QCD on T − µB and T − µI planes.
In this paper we consider the quark matter cores in neutron stars. The neutrino
emission from direct Urca processes d → u + e− + ν¯, u + e− → d + ν is the most
efficient way of cooling in quark matter. Schaefer and Schwenzer summarized the
neutrino emissivities and specific heats for a variety of color superconducting phases
of quark matter 13. In two-flavor quark matter, due to beta equilibrium the isospin
chemical potential µI is nonzero, quark matter could be a pion BEC (µI < 230
MeV) or a BCS superfluid (µI > 230 MeV) when µI > mpi
12. On the other hand,
the baryon chemical potential is still large (in the order of 1 GeV) and makes a big
mismatch between the fermi surfaces of the pairing quarks u(u¯) and d¯(d), thus the
BEC or BCS state is gapless. Such a gapless phase is stable in the BEC region but
unstable in the BCS one with respect to the formation of nonzero LOFF momentum.
In a previous work 14, we have studied the neutrino emissivity and cooling rate due
to Urca processes for the gapless pion condensed quark matter. In this paper we
study the neutrino emission in the LOFF phase. We work in two-flavor case in the
moderate baryon density, where the role of strange quarks is not important.
Our units are ~ = kB = c = 1 except particular specifications. As a convention,
we denote a 4-momentum as Kµ = (k0,k), and its 3-momentum magnitude as
k = |k|.
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2. Quark Propagator
Our starting point is the two flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio Lagrangian of QCD
L = ψ¯(iγµ∂µ + µγ0 −m0)ψ + g[(ψ¯ψ)2 + (ψ¯i~τγ5ψ)2], (1)
where ψ = (u, d)T is the quark fields, g is the coupling constant and ~τ is the
Pauli matrices. We have introduced the chemical potential matrix in flavor space,
µ = diag(µu, µd) = (µ + δµ, µ − δµ) = (µB/3 + µI/2, µB/3 − µI/2) with µB, µI
the baryon and isospin chemical potential respectively. We assume that the β-
equilibrium is reached µd = µu + µe, which gives µI = −µe. In the chiral limit
and without the chemical potentials, the Lagrangian (1) respects the symmetry
UB(1) ⊗ SUV (2) ⊗ SUA(2) corresponding to the baryon number, isospin vector
and pseudovector conservation respectively. However, the presence of the chemical
potentials explicitly break the isospin symmetry down to UV (1) with the conserved
quantum number of τ3, and chiral symmetry down to UA(1) with the conserved
quantum number of iγ5τ3. By introducing the chiral condensate σ = −2g〈ψ¯ψ〉 and
pion condensates π− = ∆e−2il·x = 4g〈u¯iγ5d〉, π+ = ∆e2il·x = 4g〈d¯iγ5u〉, we arrive
at the mean field Lagrangian
Lmf = ψ¯
(
iγµ∂µ + µuγ0 −m π+iγ5
π−iγ5 iγ
µ∂µ + µdγ0 −m
)
ψ − σ
2 +∆2
4g
, (2)
with the effective quark mass m = m0+σ. There are mismatches in Fermi surfaces
of anti-u and d quarks or anti-d and u quarks by the baryon chemical potential,
hence pion condensates with nonzero total momentum or the LOFF states may
be favored. The formation of the condensate σ ∼ 〈ψ¯ψ〉 breaks the UA(1) chiral
symmetry spontaneously with the Goldstone boson π0 ∼ ψ¯iγ5τ3ψ, and that of
pion condensates ∆ ∼ 〈d¯iγ5u〉 ∼ 〈u¯iγ5d〉 break the UV (1) isospin symmetry spon-
taneously with the Goldstone boson a0 ∼ ψ¯τ3ψ. The translational and rotational
symmetries are spontaneously broken by nonzero LOFF momentum l. The partition
function of the system can be written as a functional integral,
Z =
∫
[dψ¯][dψ] exp
(∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3xLmf
)
, (3)
Rewriting the quark fields via a gauge transformation which leaves the partition
function unchanged, χu(x) = u(x)e
−il·x, χd(x) = d(x)e
il·x (we still call χu,d quark
fields), the inverse quark propagator in flavor and momentum space reads
S−1(K) =
(
γµKµ − l · γ + µuγ0 −m ∆iγ5
∆iγ5 γ
µKµ + l · γ + µdγ0 −m
)
. (4)
Note that Kµ represents the 4-momentum of the χ fields instead of the ψ fields.
The propagator is written as
S(K) =
(
Suu(K) Sud(K)
Sdu(K) Sdd(K)
)
, (5)
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A straightforward calculation from Eq. (4) gives the four elements
Suu(K) =
(γµK+µ +m)(K
2
− −m2 −∆2) + 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
,
Sdd(K) =
(γµK−µ +m)(K
2
+ −m2 −∆2)− 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
,
Sud(K) =
(γµK+µ +m)(K
2
− −m2 −∆2) + 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
×γ
µK−µ −m
K2− −m2
iγ5∆,
Sdu(K) =
(γµK−µ +m)(K
2
+ −m2 −∆2)− 2∆2γµlµ
(K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
×γ
µK+µ −m
K2+ −m2
iγ5∆,
(6)
whereKµ± = (k0+µ±δµ,k±l) and lµ = (δµ, l). The excitation spectra of the quasi-
particles can be obtained by solving the equation detS−1(k0,k) = 0 or equivalently
the roots of the denominator of the propagator for k0,
0 = (K2+ −m2 +∆2)(K2− −m2 +∆2)−∆2[(K+ +K−)2 − 4m2]
≈ [(k0 + µ+ ε−k,l)2 − (ε+k,l + δµ)2 −∆2]
×[(k0 + µ− ε−k,l)2 − (ε+k,l − δµ)2 −∆2], (7)
where ε±k,l = (Ek+l ± Ek−l)/2 with Ek ≡
√
k2 +m2. To arrive at the last line, we
have taken the assumption that both ∆ and l are small comparing to the quark
Fermi momenta in the LOFF phase. We have four excitation branches,
Ear (k, l) = −r
√
(ε+k,l − aδµ)2 +∆2 − (µ− aε−k,l), (8)
with a, r = ±. Taking the same approximation to the numerators in the elements
of the quark propagator, we neglect the terms proportional to ∆2l. Thus we rewrite
the elements of the quark propagator as,
Suu(K) ≃
∑
a,r=±
Bar (k, l)Λ
a
k+lγ0
k0 − Ear (k, l)
,
Sdd(K) ≃
∑
a,r=±
Ba−r(k, l)Λ
−a
k−lγ0
k0 − Ear (k, l)
, (9)
where we have introduced the energy projectors,
Λak =
1
2
[
1 + a
γ0(γ · k+m)
Ek
]
, (10)
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and the Bogoliubov coefficients,
Bar (k, l) =
1
2

1− ar ε+k,l − aδµ√
(ε+k,l − aδµ)2 +∆2

 , (11)
Note that δµ = (µu − µd)/2 here, which differs by a sign from that in Ref. 14, so
the Bogliubov coefficients in Eq. (11) have the same convention in signs of a, r as in
Eq. (12) of Ref. 14. We see that the propagator elements in Eq. (9) are in a similar
form to Eq. (8,9) of Ref. 14. There are some differences: (i) The energy excitation
spectra in the current case are slightly different from that in Ref. 14 by a shift aε−
and by that the energy is ε+k,l instead of Ek; (ii) The Bogliubov coefficients depend
on ε+k,l not on Ek; (iii) The energy projectors for u and d quarks depend on k ± l
instead of both on k.
3. Neutrino Emissivity
Since the characteristic energy scale of the Urca processes is much lower than the
W-boson mass, we can use the Fermi current-current interaction to describe the
Urca processes,
Lint = G√
2
JµJ†µ, (12)
where the weak currents are defined by
Jµ(x) = ν¯γµ(1− γ5)e+ e−2il·xχ¯uγµ(1− γ5)χd,
J†µ(x) = e¯γµ(1− γ5)ν + e2il·xχ¯dγµ(1− γ5)χu, (13)
where i and i¯ for i = e, ν denote spinor fields for electrons and neutrinos. Here
G = GF cos θC ≈ 1.13488× 10−11MeV−2 is the four-fermion coupling constant.
In the β-equilibrated quark matter, the neutrino emissivity, defined as the total
energy per unit time and per unit volume carried away by neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos in escaping a compact star. Using the Lagrangian (12) in the Kadanoff-
Byam equation, the neutrino emissivity can be derived as 14,
ǫ = 2G2
∫
d3pe
(2π)32Ee
∫
d3pν
(2π)32Eν
EνnB(−Ee + µe + Eν)nF (Ee − µe)
×Lλσ(Pν , Pe)ImΠRλσ(Ee − µe − Eν ,pe − pν), (14)
Here the on-shell 4-momenta for leptons is denoted by Pi = (Ei,pi) (i = e, ν), where
the energies are Ei ≡ Epi =
√
p2i +m
2
i with mν = 0 and me ≈ 0. The factor 2 in
the front is due to the approximately identical cross sections for β-decay and elec-
tron capture processes at very low temperatures far from the condensation-normal
transition temperature Tc. But as the temperature approaches Tc, one cannot take
the contributions from the two processes as equal, as is demonstrated in Ref. 14. We
used nB(x) = (e
x/T − 1)−1 and nF (x) = (ex/T + 1)−1 to denote the Bose-Einstein
and Fermi-Dirac distribution functions, which maintain the detailed balance and
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Pauli enhancing/blocking effects for electrons in the electron capture/β-decay pro-
cesses. Note that there are two identical terms in evaluating the emissivity (14), see
Fig. 3 of Ref. 15, which gives the correct overall factor and can easily be overlooked.
We have dropped the chemical potential of neutrinos since there is no accumula-
tions of neutrinos at typical temperatures inside an aging star. The leptonic tensor
Lλσ(Pe, Pν) reads
Lλσ(Pν , Pe) = Tr[γ
λ(1− γ5)γ · Peγσ(1 − γ5)γ · Pν ]
= 8[Pλe P
σ
ν + P
λ
ν P
σ
e − Pe · Pνgλσ − iǫλασβPeαPνβ ]. (15)
The W-boson polarization tensor Πλσ(q0,q) can be written as
Πλσ(q0,q) = NcT
∑
n
∫
d3pu
(2π)3
Tr[γλ(1− γ5)Suu(Pu)γσ(1− γ5)Sdd(Pd)]
= NcT
∑
n
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pu
(2π)3
Bar (pu, l)
pu0 − Ear (pu, l)
B−b−s(pd, l)
pd0 − E−bs (pd, l)
×Tr[γλ(1− γ5)Λapu+lγ0γσ(1− γ5)Λbpd−lγ0]
= Nc
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pu
(2π)34EuEd
nF [E
a
r (pu, l)]− nF [E−bs (pd, l)]
q0 − E−bs (pd, l) + Ear (pu, l)
×Bar (pu, l)B−b−s(pd, l)Hλσab (Pu, Pd), (16)
where Pu = (pu0,pu), Pd = (pd0,pd) and Q = (q0,q) which satisfy Pd = Pu +
Q + (0, 2l). Here pu,pd are the momenta of χu, χd. The bosonic and fermionic
Matsubara frequencies are given by q0 = i2mπT and pu0 = i(2n+ 1)πT (m,n are
integers). The retarded polarization tensor ΠR is obtained from the above after
taking the analytic extension for the Matsubara frequency q0 = i2mπT → q0+ i0+,
where the second q0 is real. The quark tensor H
λσ
ab (Pu, Pd) is defined by
Hλσab (Pu, Pd) = 4EuEdTr[γ
λ(1− γ5)Λapu+lγ0γσ(1 − γ5)Λbpd−lγ0]
= 8[PλuP
σ
d + P
λ
d P
σ
u − Pu · Pdgλσ − iǫλασβPuαPdβ ], (17)
where Pu = (Eu, apu+al), Pd = (Ed, bpd−bl) with Eu = Epu+l, Ed = Epd−l. Using
ImΠλσR (q0,q) = ImΠ
λσ(q0+i0
+,q), the imaginary part of the retarded polarization
tensor of W-bosons can be read out directly,
ImΠλσR (q0,q) = πNc
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pu
(2π)34EuEd
δ[q0 − E−bs (pd, l) + Ear (pu, l)]Hλσab (Pu, Pd)
×nF [E
a
r (pu, l)]nF [−E−bs (pd, l)]
nB(−q0) B
a
r (pu, l)B
−b
−s(pd, l). (18)
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Substituting Eq.(18) into Eq.(14) we arrive at
ǫ = 4Nc
∑
a,b,r,s
∫
d3pe
(2π)32Ee
d3pν
(2π)32Eν
d3pu
(2π)32Eu
d3pd
(2π)32Ed
×Eν(2π)4δ[Ee − µe − Eν + Ear (pu, l)− E−bs (pd, l)]
×δ3(pe − pν + pu − pd + 2l)Bar (pu, l)B−b−s(pd, l)
nF (Ee − µe)nF [Ear (pu, l)]nF [−E−bs (pd, l)]|Mab|2. (19)
We have introduced the shorthand notation |Mab|2, the spin-averaged scattering
matrix element of β-decay or electron capture 19,
|Mab|2 = G
2
4
Lλσ(Pe, Pν)H
λσ
ab (Pu, Pd) = 64G
2(Pe · Pu)(Pν · Pd), (20)
where the energy projection indices a, b are hidden in the quark momenta.
In the LOFF phase, chiral symmetry is almost restored, so we can safely set
quark masses zero, mu,d = 0. We consider the low temperature and high chemical
potentials for quarks, the dominant contribution of the phase space integral in quark
momenta comes from the gapless modes of the excitations with positive energies,
i.e. terms with r = s = −. Also, since the gap parameter and the LOFF momentum
are small comparing to the quark chemical potentials, the Bogoliubov coefficients
with a = − and b = − are strongly suppressed, so we only keep the term with
a = + and b = +. For electrons, the relevant momenta are near the chemical
potential. Recalling that E+−(pu, l) and E
−
−(pd, l) are the dispersion relations for
quasi-u-quarks and quasi-d-quarks, one can obtain the gapless momenta as
p0u/d ≈ (1− κ)[
√
(µ∓ l cos θu/d)2 −∆2 ± δµ] (21)
for u/d quarks, where κ is due to the Fermi-liquid correction. In perturbative QCD
we have κ = 2αs/(3π) with αs being the strong coupling constant
17. In NJL model
we have 18 κ = 4gµ2B/(3π
2). We have set the z-direction along the LOFF momentum
l and denote as θi and φi the polar and azimuthal angles of pi, i = e, ν, u, d. Near the
gapless momenta, we can make expansion E+−(pu, l) ≈ vu|pu− p0u| and E−−(pd, l) ≈
vd|pd−p0d| with velocities vu/d =
√
1−∆2/(µ∓ l cos θu/d)2. The matrix element is
now evaluated as
|M++|2 ≈ 64G2pepνEuEd(1− p
0
u + l cos θu
Eu
cos θue)(1− p
0
d − l cos θd
Ed
cos θdν)
≈ 64G2pepνEuEd[1− (1− κ) cos θue][1− (1− κ) cos θdν ], (22)
where θdν and θue are angles between pd − l and pν and between pu+ l and pe, or
cos θdν =
(pd−l)·pν
|pd−l|pν
and
cos θue =
(pu + l) · pe
|pu + l|pe =
(pd − l cos θd)2 − (pu + l cos θu)2 − p2e
2(pu + l cos θu)pe
. (23)
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Since both ∆, l are small and pv ∼ T ≪ µ, δµ is negligible, the delta function for
the energies in Eq. (19) can be rewritten in the form
δ[Ee − µe − Eν + E+−(pu, l)− E−− (pd, l)]
≈ δ[Ee − µe − Eν + vu|pu − p0u| − vd|pd − p0d|]
→ δ[Ee − µe − Eν + (pu − p0u)− (pd − p0d)]
= µe/(p
0
up
0
d)δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud) (24)
The second line is due to the fact that the integral is an even function of (pu/d−p0u/d)
so that we can restrict the integration range to pu/d−p0u/d > 0 and double the result.
We have used vu, vd ≈ 1 and
cos θud =
(pu + l cos θu)
2 + (pd − l cos θd)2 − p2e
2(pu + l cos θu)(pd − l cos θd) ,
cos θ0ud = (cos θud)|pu=p0u,pd=p0d,pe=µe . (25)
The integration over electron three-momentum can be carried out by the delta
function about the momentum conservation. Now we get,
ǫ ≈ 914
315
π7NcG
2µeT
6
∫
dΩν
(2π)3
dΩu
(2π)3
dΩd
(2π)3
p0up
0
dB
+
−(p
0
u)B
−
+ (p
0
d)
×δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud)[1− (1− κ) cos θue][1− (1 − κ) cos θdν ]
=
457
315
π5NcG
2µeT
6
∫
dΩu
(2π)3
dΩd
(2π)3
p0up
0
dB
+
−(p
0
u)B
−
+(p
0
d)
×δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud)[1− (1− κ) cos θue], (26)
where we have used 16,∫ ∞
0
dpνdpudpdp
3
νnF (pν + |pd − p0d| − |pu − p0u|)
×nF (|pu − p0u|)nF (−|pd − p0d|) ≈ 457π6T 6/5040. (27)
By setting ∆ = l = 0 in Eq. (26), one can recover the well-known result for the
neutrino emissivity in normal quark matter 19,
ǫ0 ≈ 457
2520
πNcG
2µeµuµd
(
1 +
µd
µu
)
κT 6. (28)
We make numerical evaluation of the neutrino emissivity. We choose κ = 2/(3π),
µ = 300 MeV, −δµ = 125 MeV. These are typical values to support the possible
LOFF pion superfluid. In Fig. 2, the neutrino emissivity in unit of ǫ0 is presented as
function of the pion condensate ∆ and the LOFF momentum l. Due to the gapless
nature, along the ∆ axis, these is no exponential but an approximate quadratic
suppression. The appearance of the LOFF momentum also slightly lowers the neu-
trino emissivity. Note that the approximation we made here is somewhat different
from that we did in the previous work 14. In this paper we evaluate the Bogoliubov
coefficients at gapless momenta and result in a suppression in the emissivity. In the
previous work the Bogoliubov coefficients are taken to be 1 approximately which
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The neutrino emissivity in a LOFF pion superfluid as functions of the pion
condensate ∆ and the LOFF momentum l. The parameters are set to κ = 2/(3pi), µ = 300 MeV,
−δµ = 125 MeV.
leads in turn to an emissivity enhancement. The latter approximation is valid even
at high temperatures, but the former one should be adopted only at low tempera-
tures.
4. Cooling Rates
To get the cooling behavior, one must know the specific heat of the pion superfluid
which can be derived from its definition cV (T ) = T (∂S/∂T )V with S being the
entropy density,
S = −2Nc
∑
r,a
∫
d3k
(2π)3
{
nF [E
a
r (k, l)] lnnF [E
a
r (k, l)]
+nF [−Ear (k, l)] lnnF [−Ear (k, l)]
}
, (29)
where the pre-factor 2Nc comes from the degeneracies of spins and colors. Since
we work at low temperatures and high quark chemical potentials, the dominant
contribution to the specific heat are from the gapless momenta of positive energy
excitations,
cV (T ) ≈ 2Nc
∑
a
∫
d3k
(2π)3
nF [E
a
−(k, l)]nF [−Ea−(k, l)]
[Ea−(k, l)]
2
T 2
≈ 2Nc
∑
i=u,d
∫
dΩ
(2π)3
(p0i )
2
∫ ∞
0
dknF (vi|k − p0i |)nF (−vi|k − p0i |)
v2i (k − p0i )2
T 2
≈ 2π
2Nc
3
T
∑
i
∫
dΩ
(2π)3
(p0i )
2
vi
, (30)
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where we have used the fact that at low temperatures ∆, l are almost constants.
When ∆ and l vanish, we reproduce the specific heat of normal two-flavor quark
matter cV 0 = γT with γ = 2Nc(µ
2
u + µ
2
d)T/6.
The time evolution of the temperature can be obtained by solving the following
equation,
t− t0 = −
∫ T
T0
dT ′
cV (T
′)
ǫ(T ′)
, (31)
where T0 is the temperature at an initial time t0. Substituting Eq. (26) and Eq.
(30) into the above equation, we arrive at
t− t0 = − 210
457π3G2µe
∫ T
T0
d T ′
T ′5
G(∆, l)
F (∆, l)
, (32)
where we have introduced the notations
F (∆, l) =
∫
dΩu
(2π)3
dΩd
(2π)3
p0up
0
dB
+
−(p
0
u)B
−
+ (p
0
d)δ(cos θud − cos θ0ud)[1 − (1− κ) cos θue]
G(∆, l) =
∑
i=u,d
∫
dΩ
(2π)3
(p0i )
2
vi
. (33)
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
t HyrL
0
1
2
3
4
5
T
HK
eV
L
normal
D=50 MeV
l=50 MeV
Fig. 3. The cooling curves of the pion superfluid in the LOFF phase and of normal quark matter
with T0 = 0.1 MeV at t0 = 1 yr. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the pion superfluid in the LOFF phase with
the initial temperature T0 = 0.1 MeV at t0 = 1 yr. For comparison, we also show the
curve of normal quark matter. We choose ∆ = l = 50 MeV. The other parameters
are chosen as the same as in Fig. 2. We see that the cooling of the LOFF pion
superfluid is slightly slower than that for normal quark matter.
5. Summary
If the electron chemical potential in a neutron star is large enough (> 230 MeV), the
LOFF pion superfluid can be a possible ground state in the interior matter of the
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star. We calculated the neutrino emissivity, specific heat and then the cooling rate
through direct Urca processes in this phase. The main results are shown in Eq. (26)
for the neutrino emissivity and in Eq. (32) for the cooling rate. At low temperatures,
the neutrino emissivity is slightly smaller in the LOFF pion superfluid than that in
normal quark matter, as indicated in Fig. 2 which leads to a slightly slower cooling
rate for the LOFF phase as shown in Fig. 3.
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